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Entrada Unveils All-New iPad App to Help Providers More Efficiently 
Document EHR Encounter Templates 

ENTRADA ADDS NATIVE IPAD APP TO ITS APPLE IOS TECHNOLOGY SUITE, ENABLING PROVIDERS TO ACHIEVE BETTER 
WORKFLOW EFFICIENCIES AND IMPROVED DOCUMENTATION QUALITY 

NASHVILLE, Tenn., November 11th, 2014 – Today Entrada unveiled its new Apple iPad application, expanding its 
breadth of supported Apple and Android devices for its Mobile Documentation solution. Providers can now access 
all of Entrada’s core features – ExpressNote Dictation, Patient Clinical Display, and Mobile Image Capture – from 
any Apple iPad or other iOS device. Enhanced with a new tablet interface built to maximize speed and ease-of-use 
for caregivers, Entrada’s all-new iPad app further solidifies Entrada’s cross-platform, cross-device strategy to help 
improve healthcare efficiencies and outcomes for providers by focusing on protecting provider and staff 
productivity at the point of patient care. 

“We are very excited to announce the launch our native iPad app, as we are dedicated to providing caregiver-
focused solutions across all of their preferred mobile devices.” state Mike Cardwell, Director of Product 
Integration. “With our new iPad app, we've strengthened Entrada's position as an essential tool in our client's 
productivity toolkit." 

Now available for iPad, providers using Entrada can dictate from anywhere via a smartphone or tablet; after back-
end processing and editing, Entrada’s proprietary technology automatically inserts the finished narrative directly 
back into individual text fields within a patient’s EHR record. This unique capability gives providers the freedom to 
dictate within EHR templates without being inside the system, driving EHR adoption and compliance without 
sacrificing provider productivity.  

Furthermore, many providers value the convenience of using their mobile device cameras to take clinical images 
of their patients, often bypassing mandated security protocols. With Entrada’s Mobile Image Capture, providers 
can capture patient images from their iPad and transfer them securely to either a patient chart within the EHR 
system or other shared network. With Entrada’s Patient Clinical Display, providers now have an incredibly simple 
way to access accurate, real-time patients information – from anywhere, at anytime – from their iPad. Entrada 
syncs directly with the provider’s EHR system to actively pull key patient information (e.g. Medications, Allergies, 
Problems, etc.) without having to be logged into an EHR system or tied to a workstation. 

Click here to learn more about Entrada’s iPad application. 

About	  Entrada	  
Entrada is a leading provider of integrated mobile solutions that improve healthcare efficiencies and outcomes. 
Entrada’s commitment is to protect physician and staff productivity for the next generation of patient care. For 
more information, please visit www.EntradaHealth.com. 


